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Abstract.
Background: A 79-year-old woman was admitted to the Neurology Clinic of the University of Chieti-Pescara for a syncope.
At admission, the occurrence of an acute stroke was ruled out. Her cognitive status was unimpaired. After three days from
the hospitalization, the patient experienced an episode of mixed delirium.
Objective: The present case report shows a case of delirium-onset dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) with a specific
electroencephalographic (EEG) pattern from its prodromal stage.
Methods: Delirium was assessed by 4AT test. During the hospitalization, the patient underwent a quantitative EEG (QEEG)
with spectral analysis. At six months from the episode of delirium, she was tested by neuropsychological evaluation, QEEG,
and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose PET/CT to assess the onset of a possible cognitive decline.
Results: At baseline, the QEEG exam showed a dominant frequency (DF) in the pre-alpha band (7.5 Hz) with a domi-
nant frequency variability (DFV) of 2 Hz. This pattern is typical of DLB at early stage. After six months, she reported
attention deficits in association with cognitive fluctuation and REM sleep behavior disorder. The neurological examination
revealed signs of parkinsonism. Cognitive status resulted to be impaired (MoCA = 15/30). QEEG recording confirmed the
presence of a DLB-typical pattern (DF = 7.5 Hz, DFV = 2.5 Hz). The 18F-FDG-PET/CT showed a moderate bilateral pos-
terior hypometabolism (occipital and temporal cortex), with relative sparing of the posterior cingulate cortex compared
to cuneus/precuneus (Cingulate Island sign), and mild bilateral hypometabolism in frontal regions (suggestive of a DLB
diagnosis).
Conclusion: EEGs may represent supportive and validated biomarkers for delirium-onset prodromal DLB.
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INTRODUCTION

Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) is clinically
defined by the presence of dementia, visual halluci-
nations (VH), cognitive fluctuations (CF), REM sleep
behavior disorder (RBD), and parkinsonism, which
are all considered its core clinical features [1]. DLB
is the second most common cause of neurodegenera-
tive cognitive decline, and accounts for up to 20–30%
of all forms of dementia [2].

Considering research efforts in identifying prodro-
mal biomarkers for DLB, recent clinical consensus
criteria have been established for its prodromal
stages, classified into three different clusters based
on the main early clinical manifestations: mild cog-
nitive impairment (MCI-LB), psychiatric-onset DLB,
and delirium-onset DLB [3]. A fourth cluster repre-
sented by idiopathic RBD is now defined. However,
even though clinical criteria for MCI-LB have been
validated, specific consensus criteria for psychiatric
and delirium clusters have not been defined yet.

Case presentation

A 79-year-old woman with five years of educa-
tion accessed our Emergency Unit for a syncope.
Her medical records included chronic atrial fibril-
lation, hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, left coxarthrosis, and depression. The
patient was under treatment with oral direct anti-
coagulant (apixaban), angiotensin receptor blocker,
bisoprolol, furosemide, salmeterol/fluticasone, and
bromazepam. The neurological examination was nor-
mal. Her cognitive and functional performances were
unimpaired. The dosage of apixaban activity was in
range. The computed tomography (CT) of the brain
was negative, whereas angiography CT showed a lack
of opacification of the P1 tract of the right posterior
cerebral artery. Due to apixaban therapy, the patient
was not eligible for systemic fibrinolysis. Accord-
ing to interventional radiology, eligible criteria for
mechanical thrombolysis were also not met.

The patient was admitted to our Neurology Clinic,
and a brain CT was repeated after 48 h, which was
negative for recent ischemic lesions. After three days
from the hospitalization, the patient experienced an
episode of mixed delirium, assessed by 4AT test [4]
and represented by a combination of hyperactive (i.e.,
restlessness, psychomotor agitation, and aggressive-
ness) and hypoactive symptoms (i.e., reduced motor
activity and drowsiness). The symptoms were trea-
ted with benzodiazepine and quetiapine. A spectral

analysis electroencephalogram (QEEG) was per-
formed (Fig. 1a), which showed a dominant
frequency (DF) in the pre-alpha band (7.5 Hz) with a
dominant frequency variability (DFV) of 2 Hz, typ-
ical of the early stages of DLB [5, 6]. At discharge,
after seven days, her neurological examination was
completely negative.

At six-month follow-up, the patient (confirmed
by her relatives) reported attentive deficits with CF
and the presence of RBD occurring over the past
year. The neurological examination revealed mod-
erate signs of parkinsonism (Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale, UPDRS-III = 15). Cognitive
performances were tested with a complete neu-
ropsychological assessment (Table 1), including the
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), which
showed a score of 15/30 (normal value > 26/30).
QEEG recording confirmed the presence of a DLB-
typical pattern (DF = 7.5 Hz, DFV = 2.5 Hz) (Fig. 1a).
The patient underwent a 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose
(18F-FDG) positron emission tomography (PET)/CT,
which showed a moderate bilateral posterior hypo-
metabolism (occipital and temporal cortex), with
relative sparing of the posterior cingulate cortex
compared to cuneus/precuneus (Cingulate Island
sign), and mild bilateral hypometabolism in frontal
regions. This pattern was suggestive of DLB diagno-
sis (Fig. 1b).

According with a final diagnosis of probable DLB,
treatment with rivastigmine patch (4.6 mg/24 h), lev-
odopa/benserazide (100/25 mg three times a day),
and clonazepam (1 mg before bedtime) was started.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was performed in accordance with the
declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments and
our local ethical committee.

Quantitative EEG recordings

QEEG recording was performed at both baseline
and 6-month follow-up visit. The exam was recorded
with Ag/AgCl disk scalp electrodes from 19 scalp
derivations (Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, Cz, C3,
C4, Pz, P3, P4, T3, T4, T5, T6, O1, and O2) placed
according to the international 10–20 system. Two
additional electrodes were placed on A1 and A2. EEG
signal was measured at rest, and in no-task conditions.
Eye movements were simultaneously monitored from
two additional channels. Two pairs of bipolar record-
ing channels for respiration and electrocardiogram
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Fig. 1. Representations of both CSA and 18F-FDG-PET/CT patterns. a) Patient CSA patterns from occipital derivation at both admission and 6-
month follow-up visit (left), compared to a CSA 1 pattern of a normal control (right). b) Axial 18F-FDG-PET/CT images and semiquantitative
data (Cortex ID software) at 6 months from the hospitalization. Brain 18F-FDG PET study showed a moderate reduction in radiopharmaceutical
uptake in the parietal, occipital, and lateral temporal bilaterally, more evident in the left hemisphere. A mild hypometabolism was also evident
in the prefrontal regions bilaterally, although not reaching the statistically significant threshold at semiquantitative analyses. The uptake was
also reduced at the level of the precuneus, especially on the right side, and a normal uptake at the level of the cingulate was present,
describing the Cingulate Island Sign. This hypometabolic pattern was suggestive of DLB diagnosis. CSA, Compressed Spectral Array;
18F-FDG-PET/CT, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography; R, right; L, left.

were also applied. Muscular or tremor artefacts were
controlled using supplementary derivations.

QEEG was acquired as a continuous signal for
30 min and visually inspected for current clinical
interpretation or artefact detections. QEEG signal
was stored to be epoched in off-analysis setting as
series of 2-s-long epochs. Only electrodes from poste-
rior derivations (P3, P4, Pz, O1, O2) were considered
for the analysis. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was
applied on each epoch. The obtained spectra values
were processed to compute a mean power spectrum
for each channel and divided automatically into four
different frequency bands, as follows: delta (3–4 Hz),
theta (4.5–5.5 Hz), fast theta or pre-alpha (6–7.5 Hz),
and alpha (8–12 Hz).

EEG traces were quantified by the following math-
ematical descriptors: DF, which is the frequency

where the spectral power value was greatest for each
epoch, and DFV, expressing the variability of DF
across the 90 analyzed epochs [5, 6].

Neuropsychological assessment

A neuropsychological evaluation was assessed
at hospital admission and at six-month follow-up
visit to evaluate both cognitive performance and
functional status. The neuropsychological battery
included global cognitive status (MoCA [7] and
Clinical Dementia Rating Scale – CDR [8]), global
functioning (Activities of daily living – ADL [9],
and Instrumental activities of daily living – IADL
[10]), learning and long-term memory (Rey’s Audi-
tory Verbal Learning test – RAVLT) [11], planning
strategies and visuospatial memory (Rey’s Complex
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Table 1
Neuropsychological assessment at 6-month follow-up visit

Neuropsychological assessment Score

MoCA 15
ADL 2
IADL 2
CDR 1
NPI tot 24
NPI-VH 0
RAVLT-immediate recall N/A
RAVLT-delayed recall N/A
Rey-Osterrieth Figure-immediate recall 26
Rey-Osterrieth Figure -delayed recall 5
TMT-part A 47
TMT-part B N/A
SCWT-time N/A
SCWT-errors N/A
Fonemic fluency N/A
Semantic fluency N/A
Noise Pareidolia Test 0

For each test, the score is reported as raw scores. Scores below nor-
mal performances are reported in bold. MoCA, Montreal Cognitive
Assessment; ADL, Activities of daily living; IADL, Instrumental
activities of daily living; CDR, Clinical dementia rating scale; NPI,
Neuropsychiatric Inventory; VH, visual hallucinations; RAVLT,
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; TMT, Trail Making Test;
SCWT, Stroop Color and Word Test; tot, total; N/A, not applicable.

Figure, copy and delayed recall) [12], executive func-
tions (Stroop color and word test – SCWT). [13],
attention (Trail Making test – TMT, A and B) [14],
language (phonological and categorical verbal flu-
ency) [15], and the presence of pareidolias (Noise
Pareidolia Test) [16]. The Neuropsychiatric Inven-
tory (NPI) was administered to the subject’s caregiver
to assess non-cognitive symptoms, especially VH
[17].

18F-FDG PET-CT

About six months after hospitalization, the patient
underwent a 18F-FDG brain scan using a PET-CT
Discovery MI DR tomograph (GE Healthcare).

The patient, fasted for at least 6 h, was positioned
in supine position in a quiet and soft light condition
for about 15 min before 18F-FDG administration. The
scan was obtained over 15 min, starting 30 min after
intravenous injection of 185 MBq. The CT scan was
used for attenuation correction (120 kV).

The images were assessed by both qualitative and
semi-quantitative evaluation.

As regards as qualitative assessment, a lower
uptake of 18F-FDG tracer compared to the overall
brain radioactivity or the contralateral side (hypo-
metabolism) was considered as significant.

The semi-quantitative analysis was performed by
using CortexID (GE Healthcare), a software package
that generated individual maps of hypometabolism
using 3-dimensional stereotactic surface projections.
Standardized uptake values were obtained for 13
regions of interest (ROI) and normalized to the pons.
Individual patient’s ROI Z-scores were calculated
from 294 healthy sex- and age-matched controls,
with a Z-score < –2.0 as cut off for significant
hypometabolism (Z-score = [mean database- mean
subject]/SD database).

RESULTS

During the hospitalization, the QEEG was per-
formed before initiating pharmacological treatment
for delirium. The exam showed a CSA pattern of
2 (DF = 7.5 Hz, DFV = 2 Hz) (Fig. 1a). This CSA
pattern, defined as unstable alpha with pre-alpha or
theta/delta, consisted of dominant alpha (≥8 Hz) in
less than 50% of epochs, mean DFV above 2 Hz, dom-
inant pre-alpha or theta (< 8 Hz) in 40% of more of
epochs [5].

After six months from the hospitalization, neu-
ropsychological assessment, QEEG, and 18F-FDG
PET-TC were performed to evaluate the possible
onset of cognitive decline (Fig. 1).

During the interview to the patient and her daughter
(patient’s caregiver), the presence of recent cognitive
impairment with attention deficits were reported. The
caregiver also reported the occurrence of sleep distur-
bances with dream enacting, fluctuations in alertness,
and behavioral disorders (i.e., depression, aggressive-
ness, and anxiety). VHs were not reported.

Results of patient neuropsychological perfor-
mances are reported in Table 1. The patient was
alert and collaborative, well-oriented in space but not
in time. Her global cognitive status was moderately
impaired (MoCA = 15/30), as well as ADL and IADL
showed a moderate-severe reduced functional per-
formances (CDR = 1). Visuo-spatial abilities (Rey-
Osterrieth figure, copy) were severely impaired. A
moderate impairment was also observed for visuo-
spatial memory (Rey-Osterrieth figure, recall). No
errors were detected during the Noise Pareidolia test.

The QEEG exam at the follow-up visit confirmed
a DF = 7.5 Hz with a DFV = 2.5 Hz.

In addition, 18F-FDG PET-CT showed a mod-
erate bilateral posterior hypometabolism (occipital
and temporal cortex), with relative sparing of the
posterior cingulate cortex compared to cuneus/
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precuneus (Cingulate Island sign), and mild bilateral
hypometabolism in frontal regions. This pattern, con-
firmed at semiquantitative analyses, was suggestive
of DLB diagnosis.

DISCUSSION

The present case shows the occurrence of an
episode of delirium prior to a clinical diagnosis of
probable DLB [1]. Of note, before her diagnosis, the
patient showed an episode of mixed delirium, which
is a well-known prodromal manifestation of DLB [3].
Even though definite diagnostic criteria for delirium-
onset DLB have not been validated, recent findings
reported as the prevalence of delirium prior to demen-
tia is significantly higher in patients with DLB (25%)
than other neurodegenerative disease, as Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) (7%) [18]. Indeed, delirium symp-
toms are typically characterized by the presence of
an altered conscious status, CF, dissociative, and
psychotic manifestations. All these conditions tend
to resemble the clinical features observed in DLB
patients, especially CF, which are considered as a core
clinical criterium for DLB diagnosis [3].

Together with clinical symptoms, revealing cogni-
tive decline, CF, RBD, and parkinsonian signs, the
patient diagnosis was also supported by a suggestive
18F-FDG hypometabolic pattern, which is currently
considered as a supportive feature for DLB diagno-
sis [1].

As a novelty, the present case increases the insight
into another supportive biomarker for DLB, such as
EEG. In DLB patients, from their prodromal disease
stages, EEG studies showed a progressive appearance
of a pre-alpha or theta rhythm, a main hallmark of the
thalamic derangement involved in DLB pathogene-
sis [5, 6]. A thalamic imbalance drives the so-called
thalamocortical dysrhythmia [19–21], which is sup-
posed to be responsible for both specific EEG patterns
and symptoms (i.e., CF, VH, and RBD) observed in
these patients.

EEG might be considered in the future as a sup-
portive and validated biomarker for prodromal DLB,
also for delirium-onset cluster. However, further EEG
investigations, evaluating a large sample of patients
who experienced delirium, are needed to support this
evidence.

In prodromal delirium-onset DLB, the future intro-
duction of specific diagnostic criteria, as well as
validated biomarkers, might represent a relevant
source for evaluating the disease at early stages to
improve both diagnostic and prognostic management

and to avoid treating delirium with typical neuroleptic
potentially dangerous in the presence of a synucle-
inopathy. Additionally, the unveiling of novel and
effective biomarkers could provide possible targeted
therapies for prodromal DLB.
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